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This volume contains some of the papers presented at the 10 
Winter School on abstract analysis (except for V. Rodl: Note on 
packing covering and Tur^n numbers) held from January 24 to Fe-
bruary 7, 1902, in hotel M5umavaM in Srni (Bohemia Forest), sub-
mitted for publication before Duly 20, 1982. It is a pitty indeed 
that a number of brilliant lectures, series of lectures and all 
problems (except for K. Floret: Two questions concerning vector-
valued holomorphic functions) are not recorded here. 
I owe my thanks to S. Graf, 0. de Vries and L. Lovasz and 
A, Recski who presented series of lectures and submitted the cor-
responding survey papers. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge my indebtedness to the Mathe-
matical Institute of Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences for organiz-
ing the winter school, to the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics 
of the Charles University for the helpful cooperation, and to 
Circolo Matematico di Palermo for publishing this volume. 
I am particularly obliged to the secretaries of the organiz-
ing committee, V. Bartik, 0. Vilimovsky and K. John, and to 
Benedetto Bongiorno. 
Z. Frolik 
